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Harnessing the Power of Artificial Intelligence to Help You Choose the Right
Weed

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. ? June 19, 2020 /Canna Newswire/ ? ]Khronic A.I.? (www.khronicai.com) is a new app set to be
released by the end of 2020 and is the brainchild of Florida-based startup Hiveforensics. This groundbreaking app utilizes advanced
deep-learning algorithms to analyze the characteristics of cannabis flowers. Its output provides a profile of each specimen rendered.
User insights are given in terms of THC content, terpene profile, heritage, and the effects you can expect to feel from different
stains.
Whether you prefer the mellow body-stone of an indica, the buzzy head-high of a sativa, or you're a fan of the manifold effects of a
hybrid strain, Khronic A.I. takes the guesswork out of the journey.
The Green Tide Sweeping America
The social acceptance and legalization of cannabis is bringing more and more people onto the "green shores" thereby allowing them
to discover the extraordinary benefits of this wonderful medicine. Khronic A.I.'s mission is to help guide its user on his or her
journey through the cannabis landscape?
Different strains can have markedly different characteristics. Individual smokers have their own preferences when it comes to things
like flavor, THC content, terpene profile, and strength. Unfortunately, there's no real way of predicting these things without
consuming the bud. Trial and error is one way to learn about your bud. Khronic A.I. is a better solution and can give you answers to
questions about your bud without even having to light up to find out.
Introducing Khronic: Your personal Budtender
Renaming old products to increase sales is an age-old marketing tactic, and unfortunately, one that is practiced by many
dispensaries. Until now, there was no way to be 100 percent sure of what was indeed in your weed. Now there is! "AI is likely to be
key in discovering new strains or customize strains for specific effects." Forbes.
How does Khronic work? Open the Khronic app and simply scan the sample of bud placed on the provided imaging kit. At the push
of a button, it scans your cannabis and compares it to millions of data points enabling the results to be rendered with acute accuracy.
In seconds Khronic sends an in-depth analysis to your smartphone, detailing the lineage, strain type, flower characteristics,
cannabinoid and terpene profiles, and much more. It can even detect damage caused by herbicides and pesticides.

Here's a rundown of everything Khronic can predict about your bud:
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- Strain Potency
- Positive Physiological & Psychological Effects
- Negative Physiological & Psychological Effects
- Medical & Psychological Benefits
- Damage caused by herbicides & pesticides
For our cannabis connoisseurs who love to cook with their herb, Khronic also comes with a THC cooking calculator to accurately
predict the strength of your edibles.
About Kronic A.I.?
Khronic A.I. is Headquartered in sunny Fort Lauderdale, FL within the art and design district. Khronic is currently in phase 3 of
development. The official Google Play & App Store launch of the app is scheduled for the end of 2020. For more information please
visit www.khronicai.com.
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